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I ABSTRACT
k

The feasibility of operating multistage axial-flow compressors at transonic
flow conditions was first demonstrated at the NACA Lewis Flight Propulsion
Laboratory (now the NASA Lewis Research Center) during the early to mid

,. fifties. This pioneering resea,'chprovided a major breakthrough in technology
and has contributed significantly to the high performance of present day
turbine engines. Following the initial demonstrations, numerous organizations
within governments, universities and industries worldwide have contributed to
further enhancing the performance of the transonic compressors through their
own research. NASA has and continues to play a key role in the development of
technology in this critical area.

This paper presents a historical perspective on the development of the
transonic multistage compressor. Changing trends in design and performance
parameters are noted. These changes are related to advancements in compressor
aerodynamics, computational fluid mechanics and other enabling technologies.
The parameters normally given to the designer and those that need to be
established during the design process are identified. Criteria and procedures
used in the selection of these parameters are presented and discussed.
Included are discussion on the selection of tip speed, aerodynamic loading,
flowpath geometry, incidence and deviation angles, blade/vane geometry,

W blade/vane solidity, stage reaction, aerodynamic blockage, inlet flow per unit
annulus area, stage/overall velocity ratio, and aerodynamic losses. Trends inp
these parameters both spanwlse and axially through the machlne are
highlighted. The effects of flow mixing and methods for accounting for the

"'_ mixing in the design process are discussed.
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Brief discussions on the present day understanding and modeling capability of

unsteady flow phenomena are presented which includes rotating stall, surge
flutter and forced response. The influence of these unsteady phenomena on
design parameter selections are highlighted.

The impact of the new and more demanding requirements being imposed on the
propulsion system to meet advanced aircraft mission needs are noted. Examples
of modern day high speed multistage compressors are presented. A case history

_I_ of the design and development of _ NASA Lewis Research Center high tip speed,
high pressure ratio core compressor inlet stage group is highlighted.
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OUTLINE

First, a historical perspective on the development of the transonic multistage
compressor is provided. The impact of various technologies are highl_ghted.
Present day design procedures are discussed. The parameters normally given to
the designer and those that need to be established during the design process
are identified. Criteria and procedures used in the selection of these
parameters are presented. Ranges in the values for these parameters found in
modern day transonic compressors are given. The affect of flow mixing and
methods for accounting for it in the design process are discussed.
Mechanical, aeroelastic and other considerations which must be taken into
a:count during the design process are highlighted. And last, examples of
modern day transonic compressors are presented along with lessons learned
during their development.

OUTLINE

HISTORICALPERSPECTIVE
f

TECHNOLOGYIMPACT

COMPRESSORDESIGNPROCEDURE

DESIGNPARAMETERS

FLOWMIXING

MECHANICAIJAEROELASTICCONSIDERATIO9NS

OTHERCONSIDERATIONS

EXAMPLESOF MODERNDAYTRANSONICCOMPRESSORS
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

A detailed review of the early research leading to the development of the
transonir..............rompr_nr is given in references 1-3. These papers _,mu,,,m_,ize_"+ha....
transonic compressor research at the NASA Lewis and Langley Laboratories prior
to 1960. Extensive refe_-encelists are given with each paper.

.-f
As noted by Lieblein and Johnson in (ref. l), the advent of supersonic flight

b in the late 1940's required that the turbojet engine be made lighter and more
compact. For the compressor, this meant units of smaller diameter and fewer

stages. Aerodynamically, requirement was translated into a need
number of the

for higher weight flow per unit frontal area,and higher stage pressure ratio.

Compressor desi,jntheories at the tim_ were generally based on the use of
symmetrical velocity diagrams (50% reaction) and thick-nose b_ade profiles of
approximately 10% maximu_nthickness ratio. These design practices were
developed primarily from consideration of isolated-airfoiland two-dimenslonal
low-speed concepts. As a result, serious limitations were imposed on the
attainable specific weight flow and stage pressure ratio.

First, the use of thick blade profiles required that relative iniet Mach
numbers be limited to about 0.70 to 0.75 to avoid serious loss penalties or
possible choking of the flow. Second, the use of pre-rotation to maintain the
rotor relative inlet math number within the limiting values or to establish
the symmetrical velocity diagrams restricted the maximum values of tip speed
and inlet velocity (and consequently specific weight flow).

, It was clear from the early research directed towards higher Math number
operation, that in order to achieve satisfactory performance goals, new blaoe

,- shapes and improved design procedures needed to be developed. Highlights of
the major accomplishments achieved prior to 1960 towards meeting these goals
are summarized in the first three references. Included in these
accomplishments was the development of a new blade loading parameter known as
the D-factor (ref. 4), the development of a shock loss mode] (ref. 5), the
demonstration of the double circular arc (DC_) blade shape, and the

i establishment of a data base involving single stage and multistage experiments
b which reflected on the desire to increase the reaction (reduce swirl leaving

the stationary blade rows) and increase the blade solidity for the transmic
stages.

The following figures present early subsonic compressors for comparison to
early and modern day transonic multistage compressors to reflect on the
progress to date for increasing the overall pressure ratio and r_ducing the
required number of stages.

d
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FIRST TURBOJET USING AXIAL-FLOW COMPRESSOR
1

Shown here Is the first axlal-flow compressor used _n a turbojet engine. It
Is a German engine. The compressor had eight stages• It was designed for
subsonic flow in all blade rows. lhe design pressure ratio and tip speed are
not known.

FIRST TURBOJET USING AXIAL-FLOW COMPRESSOR
GFRMANJUMO004
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EARLY AMERICAN AXIAL TYPE TURBOJET

Shown here Is an early American turbojet with a ten stage subsonic axlal-flow
compressor. This compressor was designed to produced a pressure ratio of 4.4
at a tlp speed of 335 m/_pc (In99 ft/sec). At this speed inlet guide vanes

e were needed to impart a swirl in the direction of rotation to keep the
relatlve velocity to the rotor subsonic. It was designed by Westinghouse.

IIII
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L FIRST AMERICANTURBOPROP 'i

i Shown here _s the first American turboprop engine. It was deslgned and bul]t
i _ by Genera] Electric. The burner cans are wrapped around the compressor as can
I be seen in the next f_gure.

w@.

FIRSTAMERICANTURBOPROP
GEN[RALEZLECTRICTG-IO0
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CROSS-SECTION OF GENERAL ELECTRIC TG-IOC ,URBOPROP

Shown here is a cross-section of the IG-lO0 turboprop engine. One can note
that in the early engine, the compressor component component tended to
dominate much of the engine volume and provided the impetus to reduce the

m compressor diameter and length. The next figure shows a photograph of the

compressor and gives its design parameters.



" ORIGINALP_r'" _:':
OF POOR QU,_L.;TY

COMPRESSORROTORFORGENERALELECTRICTG-]O0

The TG-]O0 Compressor had 14 stages and produced a pressure ratio of 5.] at at
tip speedof 285 mlsec (935 ftlsec). As reflectedin the designtip speedall
compressorblade rowsoperatedsubsonically.

COMPRESSORROTORFORGENERALELECTRICTG-IO0

STAGES - ]4

PRESSIJR[ RATIO - 5.1:1

liP St)[t:D - 285 m/see (935 ft/soc)

1o
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NACA EIGHT-STAGE AXIAL-FLOH TRANSONIC COMPRESSOR

Shown here is the NACA eight-stage axial-flow transonic compressor. It was
_ designed for a pressure ratio of I0.3 and an inlet tip speed of 356 m/sec

(I168 ft/sec) (ref. 5). It was this compressor that first demonstrated the
feasibility of operating multistage axial-flow compressors at transonic
conditions. The work was conducted at the NACA Lewis Flight Propulsion

_. Laboratory (now NASA Lewis Research Center) during the early to mid fifties.
This pioneering research provided a major breakthrough in technology for

i multistage compressor design and performance, and has contributed

significantly to the high performance of present day turbine engines.

Following the initial demonstration, numerous organizatio(_swithin
gove-nments, universities and industries worldwide have contributed to further
enhancing the performance of the transonic compressors through their own
research. NASA has and continues to play a key role in the development of
technology in this critical area.

Only the first two stages of the NACA eight stage compressor operated with
transonic flow. The last six stages operated subsonically. This was achieved
through employing high reaction (non-symmetrical velocity diagrams) in the
front two stages and 50% reaction (symmetrical diagrams) in the rear six
stages.

NAGA EIGHT-STAGE AXIAL FLOW TRANSONIC COMPRESSOR

., _TAGES - 8

/PRESSURE RATIO- 10.3:1

_ ;,'IP SPEED - 356 m/sec (1168 ft/sec)

1989007462-015
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OF pOOR QUALITY

NACA EIGHT-STAGE AXIAL-FLOH TRANSONIC COMPRESSOR
OVERALL PERFORMANCE MAP

This figure shows the overall performance achieved with the NACA eight-stage
compressor. One can note that the demonstrated pressure ratio was shy of the
design value of 10.3 and the efficiency was on the order of 80_ at maximum
pressure ratio. However, the part speed performance was excellent. The lower

,.@. than design pressure ratio at design speed was attributed to too large of
boundary layer blockage assumed in the design process for the rear stages

causing the rear stages to stall prematurely. Extensive research was

conducted on this compressor (ref.7-12). It was this extensive data base that
resulted in numerous transonic compressor designs for aircraft applications.

i

NACA EIGHT-STAGE AXIAL FLOW TRANSONIC COMPRESSOR

OVERALL PERFORMANCE MAP
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OF POOR QUALITY
1

NACA FIVE-STACE AXIAL-FLOH TRANSONIC COMPRESSOR

Shown here Is a photograph of the NACA five-stage axial-flow transonic
compressor. It was designed For a pressure ratio of 5 and Its design tlp

speed was 335 m/see (1100 ft/sec) (ref. 13). This design employed high
reaction stages throughout. It did not employ an inlet-gulde-vane and a11

_ stators were designed to turn the flow back to the axial direction. The
_-!l design of this machine followed shortly the design of the NACA eight stage

i compressor.

!

NACA FIVE-STAGE AX,A,_. FLOW TRANSONIC COMPRESSOR

i,

i STAGES- 5PRESSURE qATIO - 5.0:1

, ,_ TIP SPEED - 335 m/sec (1100 (t/sec)

i 989007462-01"-'
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NACAFIVE-STAGE AXIAL FLOH TRANSONICCOMPRESSOROVERALLPERFORMANCEMAP

The performance of the NACA five-stage compressor is shown here. A peak
pressure ratio of 5.0 was attained at design speed at an efficiency of
approximately 0.81. Peak efficiency on the map was 0.87. The performance
achieved, though lacking at design speed, did demonstrate the feasibility of
achieving satisfactory performance with all rotor blades operating
transonlcally. Like the NACA eight stage compressor, the part :?eed

._ performance was excellent. The performance data obtained on this machine was
reported in references 14-17.

i

_. NACA FIVE-STAGE AXIAL FLOW TRANSONIC COMPRESSOR

'_ OVERALL PERFORMANCE MAP

.L
t

,.R_ssu.E Ill
RATIO %..,,

,. _°l "-_. .
WE'GHT FLOW, Ib=ec

14

Lt.
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.F _'i_ ""'J"".... NASA ENERGY EFFICIENCY ENGINE CONFIGURATION
PRATT & WHITNEY

The Energy Efficient Engine (E3) program was initiated in the late 1970's
and extended over a period of approximately five years. The objective was to
demonr_rate significant reductions An fuel consumptien for advanced high
bypass ratio turbofan engines. Two contracts were awarded by NASA, one to
Pratt & Whitney and one to General Electric, to: (1) design, build and test

_'@- the components separately and (2) to test an integrated core low spool (ICLS).
Shown here is a cross-section of the Pratt & Whitney engine with the

i compressor overall design values. The high compressor for this engine was
designed for ten stages to produce a pressure ratio of 14 at a tip speed of

• 379 m/sec (1243 ft/sec) (ref. 18).

NASA
C-19214_

NASA ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE CONFIGURATION

PRATT&WttlTNEY
i.

b-

b,

9,,""

r

H.P. COMPRESSOR

_N_'*" STAGES- 10
, , PRESSURERATIO- 14:1
" TIPSPEED-319m/sec(1243 II/soc)

15
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NASA ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE CONFIGURATION
GENERAL ELECTRIC

Shown here is the cross-section of the General Electric engine. The high
compressor for this engine was designed to achieve a pressure ratio of 23 in
IO stages at a de_i_n inlet tip speed of 456 mlsec (1495 ftlsec)(ref, lg).
The Energy Efficient Engine compressors reflect modern day technology and a
very significant advance over the first transonic compressors, in terms of

_ overall pressure ratios, tip speeds, and in number of stages required to

i achieve a given pressure ratio.

NASA

C- 19-274}

NASA ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE CONFIGURATION

GENERALELECTRIC

I

W

@

H.P.COMPRESSOR

STAGES- 10
PRESSURERATIO- 23:1
TIPSPEED....456mlsec(1495 ft,lsec) "_

16 Q.
,4
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OF P60R QUALitY

NASA RESEARCHCOMPRESSOR

Shown here is a NASA research compressor. It represents a modern day inlet
stage group. It is designed to produce a pressure ratio of 4.45 in three
stages at an inlet tip speed of 427 m/sec (]400 ft/sec) (ref. 20). To put the
technology of this machine in perspective to other multistage compressors It
would produce a pressure ratio of 9.27 in five stages and a pressure ratio of
about 20 in eight stages maintaining stage loading levels.

_. The performance of the Energy Efficient Engine compressors and the NASA
Research Compressor will be discussed in the section titled "Examples of

b Modern Day Transonic Compressors" Also, details about the design and
development of these machines are given in the latter section.

1989007462-02'
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TECHNOLOGY IMPACT

In each of the areas listed below, examples of the major impacts that have
resulted in the present level of technology of transonic multistage
compressors will he noted.

W

TECHNOLOGY IMPACT

• AERODYNAMIC 'I

• COMPUTAIlONAL FLUID MECIIANICS

II INSTRUMFNFATION AND CONTROLS

• STRUCTURAl. MI!CIIANICS

• MATERIALS

I_ • MECIIANICAI. COMPONENIS

L.

:i 19
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AERODYNAMICS

In the area of aerodynamics, advanced blade shapes is hlgh on the llst of
items having a very significant impact on performance of modern day transonic
compressors. The range of blade shapes presently being used are llsted. The
alrfoil series type blade shapes are still used for blade rows operating with
subsonic flows. The DCA blade shape is used for high subsonic to low
supersonic Math numbers. The MCA blade shape is used extenslvely at the
higher supersonic relative Mach numbers. The polynomlal shape (ref. 21)

_ allows more flexibillty than the MCA shape and in fact can duplicate the DCA
and MCA shapes through proper selection of the polynomial coefficient. The

K polynomial shape can also b_ used to approximate the various airfoil series as

well as the controlled diffusion (CD) shapes. The CD shape is being employedwith a hlgh degree of success for moderate to high subsonic blade elements

(ref. 22-28). The words "controlled diffusion" were coined to reflect a classof blade shapes that employ the concept of shaping the blade behind the point
of peak suction surface velocity such that the diffusion rate and associated
suction surface boundary layer results in minimum loss for the alrfoll
section. The supercrltlcal blade shape referred to In some of the references
Is considered a special class of the CD shape where, In addition to
controlling the diffusion rate behind the 1ocatlon of peak suction surface
velocity, the forward portion of the blade is shaped to permit supercrltical
operation (a shock free supersonic pocket along the suction surface) at the
higher subsonic Math numbers. The benefit of CD blading has come not only in
lower losses but also improved range.

In addition to blade shapes, the extensive data base that has been established
to guide the selection of the design parameters must also rate high on the
impact scale. Without It, the level of technology for the transonic
compressor would not be what it is today.

AERODYNAMIC

O BLADESHAPES

- AIRFOILSERIES

-DOUBLE CIRCUt.ARARC (DCA)

- MULTIPLECIRCULARARC (MCA)

- POLYNOMINAL(ARBITRARY)

-CONTROLLED DIFFUSION(CD)

i

L O EMPIRICALDATA BASE

20
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COMPUTATIONAL fLUID MECHANICS

The present design system, centered around the axlsymmetrlc through-flow
design code, still remains highly empirical in nature. Extensions of the
empirical data base which supports the axisymm_tric through-flow design codes

w have contributed the most to the present state of technology of transonic
multistage compressors. However, this Is rapidly changing. The computational
methods, at the present time primarily used in an analysis mode, are now

_ impacting the selection of design p_rameters in the design process. Potential

flow and Euler codes, now being used routinely as analysis tools, are making
their impact on the level of technology being demonstrated In the most

recently designed machines. The applIcatio_ of viscous codes have beensomewhat limited. However, they are now being employed in the design of the

controlled diffusion (CD) bladtng,

COMPUTATIONAL FLUID MECHANICS

• AXISYMMETFIIC DESIGN CODE

• POTENTIAL FLOW ANALYSIS CODES

• EUI.Elrl ANALYSIS CODES

• VISCOUS ANALY.°.,I'.; COD[_S

21
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FANSAND COmPRLSSORSCONTROLLEDDIFFUSION BLADES

The controlled diffusion blade shape is shown here, along with the blade
surface Mach number distribution. A supersonic shock free pocket (super-
crltlcal flow region) exists along the blade suction surface. The flow range
of the CD blad_ shdpe is compared to the conventional blade shape in the lower
right part of the figure. The design of the CD blade shape requires extensive

_'_. use of the internal flow codes. The benefits of this shape are indicated in
the lower left corner.

b

OAIA
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!NSTRUMENTATIONAND CONTROLS

The non-intrusive laser an_monetry instrumentation has had a very significant
technological impact in that the flow fields of transonic machines have now
been well documented (ref. 29-32). Improved models have been developed and
computational methods have been verified. The design of higher Mach number
blading is now being guided by the verified Euler codes.

Also, the digital electronic controls have permitted more precise control of
variable geometry for maximum performance over the speed range.

INST_Uk_.F-,_TATION AND CONTROLS

¢

NONINTRUSIVELASERANEMOMETRY

HOLOGRAPHY

DIGITIALELFCTRONICCONTROLS

!
,w
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ADVANCEDMETHODSFORCOMPRESSORFLON RESEARCH

Shown here is a laser system used at NASA Lewis along with a comparlson
between measured and calculated Mach number contours. The three
dimensionality of the shock structure has been well documented (ref. 31).
Even the unsteadin_ has been assessed (ref. 32).

1989007462-028



STRUCTURALMECHANICS

As the tip speedshave increasedthe need for more reliablestructural
analysiscodeswere needed. The NASA StructuralAnalysisCode (NASTRAN)isi

i now used extensivelyto not only calculateuntwist_nd blade natural
,_= frequencies,but also to calculateduncan_ber.The blade coordinatesare being
i adjustedto accountfor the uncamberin the designprocess.

Significantimprovementsin the aeroelasticanalysiscodes have also been
k'_- made, However,adequatemodelingof stall flutterand of forcedresponses

remainsinadequate.

STRUCTURAL MECHANICS

4

NASA STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS CODE (NASTRAN)

AEROELASTIC CODES

25
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MATERIALS

Withoutthe advancementin high temperaturehigh strengthsteelsand the high
strengthlightweighttitaniumalloysdesiredhigh bladespeedscould not be

_, achieved. However,the rim and blade stressescan still imposelimitson the
aerodynamicdesign. This is particularlytrue for highlysupersonicaircraft
where the incomingair is at elevatedtemperatures.

Q

i -

;r

L

i ivIATERIALS

7 _

HIGH TEMPERATURE - HIGH STRENGTH STEELS

i TITANIUM ALLOYS

W

:w
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MECHANICAL COMPONENTS

Improvements in the technology of bearings anC seals has also permitted going
to the higher rotative speeds. Without these improvements transonic operation

i would be limited.

MECHANICAL COMPONENTS

BEARINGS

1989007462-031



COMPRESSOR DES_:GN PROCEDURE

I
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DESIGN/ANALYSIS CODE HIERARCHY

_, The hierarchy of design and analysis codes are shown here. Moving from right
to left results in increased complexity and more computer power required.

Moving from left to right results in increasing empiricism and more extensive
data bases. The present systems in general have as their basis the
axisymmetric through-flow equations. A model for closing the invlscid form

._ of the average-passage equation system is given in reference 33 and would
bring the compressor design system a step closer to a fully viscous design
system.

r

DESIGN/ANALYSIS CODE HIERARCHY

INCREASING EMPI'
(mOre data ^_ . RICISM

r=qulred)

I NAV_n---- _,,,,INc_aSiNaCOUPt_XI_"
[ STOKES REYNOLDSAvERAGEDTIME I (more COmputer required), NAVIER- AVERAGED I "AVERAGE 'I'

STOKES EQUATION_ PASSAGE I AXI-
EQUATIONSI SYMMETRIC QUASI- 1D--]

EQLIhT!ONS- EQUATIONS)

i
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COMPRESSOR DESIGN PROCEDURE

As noted In the discussion of the previous figure, present design procedures
, tend to remain centered around the axisymmetrlc through-flow design type codes

to provide the initial geometry and performance estimates. These codes
require empirical input to establisi-,such parameters as minimum loss incidence
angle, flow deviation angle, viscous and shock losses and thus efficiency, and
flow blockage allowances to name a few. An example of a axisymmetric design
codes is given in reference 21. The output from the axisymmetric code is
input into the analysis codes as indicated in the block diagram reflecting the

b overall design procedure. Iterations are made between the two types of codes
until a satisfactory aerodynamic design is established. The analysis codes
range from two dimensional potential flow (ref. 34 and 35) and Euler codes

(ref. 36) to three dimensional viscous codes (ref. 37) as appropriate and
available. With convergence on the aerodynamic design iteration, iterations
with the structural analysis codes are pursued along with the aeroelastic
codes. With an acceptable overall design, input is provided to blade
coordinate and off-design analysis codes.

As the technology advances in computational fluid mechanics and computers, the
design system will move from the highly empirical system to a first principle
system. Recent years have shown significant advancements towards meeting this
goal.

COMPRESSOR DESIGN PROCEDLIRE

[ DmSIQN POINT ]_EOUIR_ W_N18

I .....
" I _ AXlIYUME 1.,C; I D[elO. COU_ J

J

.... ooo.

L---- NA_TAAN CO°_

•-J" O_'f *OIEI_ON ._ &L V|Ul

/
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DESIGN PARAMETERS

w
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DESIGN PARAMETERS

Parameters normally given to the designer and those select during the design
process are listed below. Many factors influence the values selected for
these parameters such as engine type, flow size, applicatlon/mlsslon,and the
inter dependency between the various parameters for achieving satisfactory
performance.Thereforeit Is difficult to reflect on typical ranges for the
design parameters of modern day transonic compressors. However, it is felt
some generalized coh_mentsmay _e helpful for some of the parameters, but
caution is given in how they might be used in executing a design.

b
Overall pressure ratios in a single spool range from 14 to more than 20. Tip
speeds range up to 457 m/see (1500 ft/sec). The axial velocity is normally
decreased somewhat through the machine to meet the low Mach number required at
the burner inlet. Inlet hub/tip ratios go as low as .5. The flowpath is

typically between a constant mean diameter and a constant tip diameter. The
various blade/vane parameters are listed in the next figure.

" DESLGN PARAMETERS

[
; • GIVEN

. -WEIGHT FI OW
I - PFIESSURERATIO

- ROIATIVESPEED

• SEI ECTED DURING DESIGN PROCESS

- TIP SPEED

- WEIGH[ FLOW PEFi UNIT ANNUl.US AREA

- VEt.OCITY RATIO

II -AERODYNAMIC LOADING (NUMBER OF SIAGES)
-INL.F_I HUBf1IP I1ATIO

IP - FLOWPATH GEOMETRY

'- -BLADE/VANE GEOMETRY

Iiii_ "4

IIIII ...... II I ....... III llr'-'- '_|
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. !
BLADE/VANE GEOMETRY

Listed here are parameters which are directly related to the blade/vane
geometry along with those parameters which influence the blade/vane geometry.
Again, caution is given on the use of the generalized comments on the typical
ranges for these parameters.

The blade/vane shapes used range from the airfoil series designated shapes to
DCA for low transonic conditions and to MCA or tailored airfoils for blade

_@. elements operating above 1.2 relative inlet Mach numbers. In the hlghly
transonic front stages the rotor tip solidity ranges from 1.2 to 1.5 and is
reduced to about 1.0 in the subsonic rear stages. Aspect ratio for the rotors

I range from 2 to less than one in the rear stages. Stage reaction runs frommoderate to high. Flow blockages allowances range from on the order of 4% in
the front to lO to 15% in the rear stages.

More insight into typical values for the design parameters can be gained by
studying the example compressors presented at the end of this lecture.

Reference 38, even though it was initially published during 1956 and revised
in 1965, remains an excellent reference today on the design of axial-flow
compressors. The empirical data base has changed wlth technological
advancement, but the basic design methods and considerations remain very
much the same.

f' BLADENANE GEOMETRY

AIRFOILSHAPE
! SOLIDITY

' ASPECTRATIO(CHORD)
THICKNESS DISTRIBUTION

STAGE REACTION

FLOW BLOCKAGE

AERODYNAMIC LOSSES

INCIDENCE ANGLE

DEVIATION ANGLE

W



EFFECT OF ASPECT RATIO ON PERFORMANCE OF HIGH TIP SPEED CORE INLET STAGE

i lhls figure reflects on the benefit of low aspect ratio type bladlng for
achlevlng improved flow range in highly loaded high tip speed transoaic

I + compressor stages (ref. 39).
[
mw

EFFECTOFASPECTRA.;OONPERFOBMANCEOF
HIGHTIPS,>_F..DCC}fiEINLETSTAGE

i
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LARGE LOW SPEED COMPRESSOR RESEARCH ENDHALL FLOW FUNDAMENTAL EXPERIMENT

Thls figure shows the benefits that can be realized by shaping the blade in
the endwall region to accommodate the endwa]] boundary layer. (ref. 40).
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SELECTIONPROCESS

As part of the selection process trade studies are often made to maximize the
benefits of a new design In terms of some figure of merit such as return on
investment, ROI or d_rect operating cost, DOC. The block diagram shown here
reflect_ on this process. Examples of these types of studies are given in
reference 41 and 42.

SELECTION PROCESS

I

[ ............... _.... ___ _ANALYSIS ]
TECHNOLOGY PROJF-CTIONS CYCLE

_--PRELIMARY D[ SIGN

r M,SelOlq ANALYSIS_._]

T
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FL©_ HZXING

The success of multi'_tage compressor designs depend, i_; part on suitable
modeling of the effects of radial mixir;_1 of the flow i.h_"ough the machine which

-" tends to temper the gradient in flo;_ parameters near the endwalls. Numerous
reports and papers have treated various aspects of this phenomenon over the ',
years P_f_'_ces 4 _ _ _-......... _-_ _JecifiLdl]y dddress the taxing issue. NASA 'i
conducted a stuly in e. two-stage fan where the endwall boundary layers were
measured along with the radial distributions of other flow parameters

L_ (ref. 46). A photograph of the fan is shown below. The data obtained is
presented in the next six figures. The firsic f_gure presents the overall

i performance of the fan and the remaining /ive figures s_(;,w the radial
distribution in flow parameters near the outer wall. in exa,mining the data
one can see that the gradients in flow parameters exiting the rotors are

tempered on passing through the stators. This is an ir:dic_tion of themagnitude of the mi×ir, g that is takir, g place -in ,this machine. A feature build
into NASA axisymmetric through-flow design code (reI. 2i) is the ability to
smooth the temperature gradiani: coming cu:,: of $�4�Ä�€�rO_<}rOF__;'_ ,..... -._sinq through the
st._tor. Tempering the actual endwall loss uradients u...ed in the design
process is also employed.
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MECHANICAL/AEROEL_ST_CCONSIDERATIONS

A number of mechanical ano aeroelastlc consideration must be addressed in the
design process. These are listed below. Blade untwist has been taken into
account for many years by resetting blade elements so they untwist to the
design setting at design speed° Only recently has uncamberlng been considered
in the design process. The increased blade speeds coupled with low aspect
ratio blades makes this almImportant consideration. The structural analysis

L_ codes like NASTRAN are employed in this process. Flutter is not a common
problem encountered in advance relatively low aspect ratio blading, however,

i it must be considered in the design process to assure avoidance. Forced

response can be a problem. Exit rim s_resses may limit the exit diameter of
the machine. Variable geometry must be incorporated in high pressure ratio
machines to improve part speed performance. The trend is to use shrouded
stators in at least the front variable rows. Methods for maintain tight
clearances are of particular importance to achieving good efficiencies,
particularly for the high hub/tip ratio rear stages.

MECHANICAL/AEROEL ,STICCONSIDERATIONS

BLADEUNTWIST/UNCAMBER
FLUl-rER

I FORCEDRESPONCERIM STRESS
VARIABLEGEOMETRY

CANTILEVERED/SHROUDEDSTATORS
TiP CLEARANCECONTROL

P

!

L
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REGIONS OF COMPRESSOR FLUTTER

The performance map shown here reflects regions where flutter may be
encountered. Subsonic/transonlcflutter is the type most encountered in
modern multistage designs and is the least understood.

REGIONSOFCOIViPRESSORFLUTTER

SUPERSONICt .,_P'
S_ALL ,;_'PY

SUPERSONICUNSTALLED

SIAlL I.INE--xv_>_ HIGHBACKPRESSURE
/

SUBTIRANSONIC //i_:

STALL /_./// I/

PRESSURE _"

RATIO SUPERSONIC

,CI:11 UNSTALLEDLOWTOMODERATE

I*"* -_ _ \ BACKPRESSURE

•- 4/:" 75_. 1_.

WEIGIIIt-LOW

f-- .
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FAN AND COMPRESSORRESZARCHTRANSONICFLUTTER

Shown here is a NASA Lewis research facility devoted to gaining an
understanding of subsonic/transonic stall flutter.
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PRIMARY ELEMENTS OF FORCED RESPONSE

This figure shows the primary elements of forced response, l'heforced
response problem is triggered by nonaxlsymmetrlc flows. The following figure
list sources of these flows.

PRIMARYELEMENTSOFFORCEDVIBRATION,'

UNSTEADY "_ _c_

FORCES
! IIJ'FOR¢INGFUNCIION

STRUCTURAL _'_T _i UNSTEADYFORCE
DYNAMIC _ "_ j F (BLADEMOTION}
PROPERI!ES._ L. _ ____

STRUCTURAl.. AERODYNAMIC
DAMPING DAMPING

UNSTEADYFORCE•
- F(BLADEMOTION)
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SOURCESOF NON-AXISYMMETRICFLOWS

Of the varioussourcesof non-axlsymmetrlcf|ows 11stedthe ones due to struts
and blade/vanewakesare the most commonones consideredIn the designprocess,

L

i SOURCES OF NON-AXISYMMETRIC FLOWS

r • INLET DISTORTED FLOW FIELDS

_, - PRESSURE
t -TEMPERATURE

i • WAKE GENERATION AND TRANSPORT

- STRUTS

- BLADENANE WAKES

- TIP VORTICES

- ENDWAI.L BOUNDARY LAYERS

- INSTRUMENTATION PROBES

• POTENTIAL FLOW FIELD DISTURBANCES

[I • ROTATING STALL CELLS

i • SURGE

; • BLEED PORTS

/
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CAMPBELL DIAGRAM SHONING FORCED EXCITATION POTENTIAL

This figure shows the commonly used diagram for identifying the potentlaI for
forced response. The lower order excitation are normally due to _ ruts and
avoidance of crossing one and two order exitations is common practice. The

t higher order excitations are due normally to rotorlstator interactions.
However, in reality excitation can be noted throughout the map. Thls can be
seen from the next figure.

CAMPBELLDIAGRAMSHOWINGFORCEDEXCITATIONPOTENTIALS
48
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NASA THREE-STAGERESEARCHCOMPRESSOR

Tnlsdata was recentlytaken by FredNewmanon the NASA three-stageresearch
compressorshownearlier. The data indicatedby the symbolsreflectthe range
of excitationsencountered.The data Is now beinganalyzedto determinethe
aerodynamicdampinginvolvedin the variousmodes and to developmodelsand
codesfor predictingthesemodesduringthe designprocess. Presentmodeling

-_ is inadequateto establishthe magnitudeof these forcedresponses.

_. NASA THREE-STAGE RESEARCH COMPRESSOR

I! THIF, G STAGE ROTOR
r Fo-,-.-.,0_,_,.,,_1
, t | Cj ZC-D H_I(j_T I_ _o_
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Other considerations which the designer must address are listed below° Of all
the itemslisted,the one whichhas receivedmost attentionrecentlyis stall
recoverability. Some of the basic modeling treating t_is area are p_-esented
in references47-55. Structuralloadsencountereddue to surgeis treatedin
references 56 and 57.

Ol F;EF, CONS!DERATIONS

STALL MARGIN

Iw_LETDISTORTION TOLERANCE

LOAD L;NE

STALL RECOVERABILI1Y
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STALL RECOVERY ISSUES/CONSIDERATIONS

Significant progress has been made in the modeling of this phenomena.
However, additlonal work is needed to further address some of the issues
listed below.

STALL RECOVERY ISSUES/CONSIDERATIONS

INLET/EXIT VOLUME/GEOMETRY

COMPRESSOR/BURNER INTERACTIONS

LUMPED VS STAGE- BY - STAGE COMPRESSOR MODEL

REVERSED FLOW CHARACTER!STICS

COMPRESSOR INERTANCE

HYSTERESIS

TRIGGERING MECHANISM£-INLET DISTORTIONS

FAN/LOW COMPRESSOR VS HIGH COMPRESSOR

SINGLE CELL VS MULTIPLE CELL/PART SPAN VS FULL SPAN

TURBOFAN VS TURBOJET VS TURBOSHAFT

SMALL ENGINES- AXIAL/CENT AND CENT/CENT

52
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EXAMPLES OF MODERN DAY

rRANSO_!C COMPRESSORS
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NASA ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE

CORE COMPRESSORS

54
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NASAIP&WENERGYEFFICIENTENGINECORE COMPRESSOR

Shown here Is a photographof the P&W corecompressoralong with the ov_ralI
designvaluesgiven earlier.

NASA/P&W ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE
CORE COMPRESSOR

i .....

-I, !,_ _; I

., ,...

STAGES - 10

PRESSURE RATIO- 14:1

TIP SPEED - 379 m/sec (1243 ft/sec)

55
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NASA/P&HENERGYEFFICIENTENGINECORECOMPRESSOR '!

Shown here t s a cross-sectto,, of the P&Hcompressor. The compressor achieved
its designpre._sureand an efficiencyof 85.5/.at designpoint conditions
(ref. 18). This is considered excellent performance.

q

! OF POOR _.........',

NASAIP&W ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE
CORE COMPRESSOR

CROSS- SECTION

|]tu$1Js| MIo¢_|lltM

t|IAI _|1 _llflll_ ............. I ,ml|I

\ .........., \ /

! ,

=/_../ ,,../.,-,_.,..,........,,,..(..............c_I o4, _ Dt_ (S)

ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY OF 85.5%
DEMONSTRATED AT DESIGN POINT
CONDITIONS

/
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" NASA/GE ENERGYEFFICIENT ENGINECORECOMPRESSOR

Shown here is a photograph of the GE core compressor along with its design

_ goals shown earlier.

L_ _ii ._ " L ./" . .,.

NASA/GE ENERGY -F-ICIENT ENGINE
CORE COi'_iPRESSOR
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" NASA/GEENERGYEFFICIENTENGINECORE COMPRESSORCROSS-SECTION

Shownhere Is a cross-sectionof the GE core compressor. The next several
figuresreflecton variousdesignfeaturesof this compressor. Detailed
discussionsof the designis given in reference58. One can see the flowpath
geometryis betweena constantmean diameterand a constanttip. Shrouded
statorsare employedin all stages. Activeclearancecontrolis incorporated
withinthe casingover the rear stages. Also note that the compressor

I incorporatesa variableIGV. It servestwo purposes,one to maximize
k_ performanceat off designconditionsand two, to imparta swirl to reducethe

rotor tip Mach numberat the high designtip speed. The swirl impartedis not
of the magnitudeto reducethe reactionto 50% in the front stage.

NASA/GE ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE
CORE COMPRESSOR

CROSS--SECTION
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NASA/GE ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE CORE COMPRESSOR ASPECT RATIO

Shown here is the aspect ratio of the rotor and stator blading. Note the
trends from front to rear. The aspect ratio of the rear stages Is reduced,
in part, to maintain acceptable blade and vane cords. Also, note the higher
aspect ratio in the front stage stators. Stato_ aspect ratio can be higher
in these stages compared to the rotor and maintain good efficiency with
acceptable operating range at the highly transonic flow condition.

NASA/GE E_E_GY EFFICIENT ENGINE
CORE. COMPRESSOR

ASPECT RATIO

',i _---_ .... [ --q ........ l l....... 1 I .....

,, ........... . -.._.........

ASPECTRATIO "I--I_....t _ --_--_._i\ i I -

i ' T ! ' ! '---__---"

....... I .... i "
"' .... ! t i I I !, --

_ °....... } ' I.....

STAGE NUMBER

w
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NASA/GE ENERGYEFFICIENT ENGINECORECOMPRESSOR
PITCH-LINE SOLIDITY

Shown here is the pitch-line soliditie_ for the rotors and stators. Note the
higher solidity for the front stage rotors as compared to the rear stages.
The higher solidities are required on the front rotors because of the highly
transonic flow conditions. The stator solidity is more or less constant
except for the last stator where the solidity was increased significantly to
reduce loading in this vane row.

NASA/GE EXERGY I-FFICIENT ENGINE
CCRE COMPRESSOR

PITCH- LiN_ SOLIDITY
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NA_'/GEENERGYEFFICIENTENGINECORE COMPRESSOR
PITCH-LINEMERIDINALMACH NUMBER

Shown here Is the pitch-llnemerldlnalMath number. Note the decreasefrom
approximately0.6 at the inlet to approximately0.28 at the OGV exlt. The

i_ high Mach numberat the inlet reducesfrontalarea and enhancestransonic

The lowerMach numberat the exit reducesthe amountof diffusion
operation.
that has to take placebetweenthe compressorexlt and the combustorinlet.

_F PO,3_?"'",fly

NASA/GE ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE
CORE COMPRESSOR

PITCH-LINE MERIDIONAL MACH NUMBER
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NASA/GE ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE CORE COMPRESSOR STATOR EXIT SNIRL ANGLE

Shown here is the stator exit swirl angle for the tip, pitch and hub
sections. Note the high swirl leaving the tip section of the IGV and the low
value at the hub. This reduced the rotor tip Math.number and limits the
stator one Inlet Dub Mach number to ap;roximated .85, considered a practical
upper limit for achieving good stator performance. In general, the swirl is
increased in the Front stages with the limiting stator hub Mach number

._ determining the rate of increase. The high swirl in the endwall regions
compared to pitch values for the middle stages is incorporated due to

i considerations of the endwaI1 boundary layer. Note a OGV is used to remove
the remaining swirl leaving the last stator.i

ORIGffV'.L F';,C)::IS

, OF P(?':._,'QUALfTY
i

L

NASA/GE ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE
CORE COMPRESSOR

STATOR EXIT SWIRL ANGLE

S_ATORE×,T- / i I_.
"i/:/ ._ F\_ i i 'II

SWIRL ANGLE, "_v' / _" _' ! ' _\ I

c i I,
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J

:v !i.l
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NASA/GE ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE CORE COMPRESSOR CAFD FLOHPATH

Shown here is the flowpath from the axlsymmetrlc through-flow design code

(CARD). Note the calculation station placed within the first four rotor
blades. This was done to help in establishing the blade shape for these high
Mach number blade rrws. The modeling of the inlet and exit Is also shown.
This is done to assure the flow parameters ertering and leaving the compressor
ate properly defined.

7',",: 2 IS
C;FFuU;-i _UALIrY

NASA/GE ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE
CORE COMPRESSOR

CAFD FLOWPA]II

1"

'!.
i

RADIUS. " : ,

AXIAL LOCATION, in
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NASA/GE ENE,_C'(EF.:.CZZ.; Z,_GIN_ CORECOMPRESSOR
?IT_I:-L.INE DIFFUSION FACTOR

Shown here is the pitrh-line G-facto_-o No_e the increase In stator loadlng in
the rear stages. Thi_ Is due in _art _o th_ i'emoval of a portion of the total
swirl existing at the exit of sta_or five as the flow passes through stators
six to nine. This is requi,'edto keep _he swirl that needs to be removed on
the tenth stator and OGV within prac_-icaliimits. Th_ lower diffusion factors
in stator 5 and 7 is due in _ar_ _o hicher solidities in those stators. Thi_

L_ resulted from consideration of compressor bleed reouirements.

NASA/GE ENEF G" SFF,C __,,J; ENGINE
C,L.,IE JC. 2"_ES_OR

PITC_-(- LINE ,JtF,-USION FACTOR

J

PITCH-LINE u _ ,

O,FFUS_ONFACTOR . / i
! ' .... : ! I

, _"-- ' (" '_._.222.... \ --,_' /_ n

i, i ! ir ' , I q I

_L STAGE NUMBER

P
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NASA/GEENERGYEFFICIENTEINGINECORE COMPRESSOR !]
RADIALDISTRIBUTIONOF DIFFUSIONFACTOR

Shownhore is the radialdistributionof oiffusionfactorfor rotor 5 and
stator5. Note the ipcreasesin the endwallregions. Thiswas req iredto
obtainthe desiredradialpressuregradients.

p

NASA/GE ENERGY E.-F_CIENI-." E,_GINE
CORE CG,_, _.:'._,ESSOR

RADIAL:)ISTRIBUTIONOF_U=FUSIONF._CTOR
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NASA/GE ENERGYEFFICIENT ENGINE CORECOMPRESSOR
HUB INLET MACHNUMBER

Note the tip Mach number for the first rotor. This Mach number would be
higher if inlet swirl was not employed. Note the hub Mach number for stator
one of approximately .85, considered the practical limit. The Mach number
decrease_ through the machine due in part to increasing temperature and
somewhat to decreasing axial velocity.

7-

NASA/GE ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE
CORE COMPRESSOR

HUBINLETMACHNUMBER

1.4

l. 3 ! .... 1 !

* i

1,1 ..........
I

HUB INLET i.o

MACH NUMBER
O,

0,;
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NASAIGE ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE
CORECOMPRESSOR

STATORSCHEDULE

Shownhereis theschedulefortheIGVand stators.Notethehighdegreeof
resetrequiredat thepartspeedconditionparticularlyin the !GVand stator
one.

.-@.

. NASA/GE ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINECORE COMPRESSOR
L
_. STATOR SCHEI3UL__

|

" 80- I

t 1'
40

S3

STATOR VANE •
SETTING ANGLE,

deg • 20 . -_II,
; -20 .... I [ I r . ..T ... t . _
; 40 BO BO 100

- _ PERCENT INLET CORRECTED SPEED

, 67
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NASAIGE ENERGYEFFICIENT ENGINECORECOMPRESSOR
OVERALLPERFORMANCEMAP

Shown here is the overall performance of the GE compressor (ref. 58). Design
weight flow and pressure ratio were exceeded at design speed with a adiabatic

m efficiency of approximately 83_. This is considered excellent for such a high
overall pressure ratio. P_rt speed efficiencies approach 85%. The program
was a complete success and sets the standard for high pressure ratio cores.

,+
+,. NASAIGE ENERGY EFF_CIE,;_T ENGINE
i: CORE COMPRESSOR

OVERALLPERFORMANCEMAP
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NASA FIVE_-STAGE RESEARCH
COMPRESSOR
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NASA FIVE-STAGE RESEARChCOMPRESSOR

In the late sixties/early sevenzies, mASA embarked on a program to further
enhance the performance of transonic multistage compressors from that
demonstrated in the NACAeight-stage and NACAfive-stage compressors. Our
first design was a seven-stage compressor having an overall pressure ratio of
9.27 and an inlet tip speed of 1200 ft./sec. A mechanical failure occurred
early in the testing of this design. The decision was made to not rebuild
which would have required complete replacement of the blades and vanes but to
concentrate on a second more agcressive design. The second design was a
five-stage compressor having the same overall Qressure ratio of the
seven-stage (9.27) but with an inle: tip speed of !400 ft./sec. To put this
compressor in perspective technology wise, the NACAfive-stage had a design
pressure ratio of 5.0 and an inlet tip speed of llOO ft./sec. The NASA
five-stage compressor was a very aggressive design for its time period and
remains so today. A low as,_ect ratio version of the original design has
demonstrated excellent performance (ref. 20). Many lessons were learned to
get to this level of performance. The following figures tell the story.

7O
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NASA FIVE-STAGE RESEARCHCOMPRESSOR
ORIGINAL DESIGN

Shown here is the flowpati_ and some of the Oesign parameters for the original
_ I_ASAfive-stage design. Note the high overall design efficiency. The design

i efficiencies for the rear stages were particularly high. The efficienciesb
' were based on a very limited amount of data considering the aerodynamic
'_ loading levels and blade/vane aspect ratios. However, the excellent part

speed performance of the NACA five-stage and even more so the eight-stage
_ compressor gave encouragement in being able to achieve this level of

performance. The lower performance of these machines at their design speedwas attributed much to stage matching problems. There was also a philosophy
at the time to achieve good efficiency one must design optimistically. In
retrospect, the design was too aggressive considering the data base that
existed for selecting the design parameters consistent with the blade loading
and highly transonic conditions. The direction at the time was to increase
stage pressure ratio through increased aerodynamic blade/vane loading and
blade speed, and at the same time increase the blade and vane aspect ratios to
further reduce overall length. This turned out to be an unacceptab_ design
philosophy for achieving good overall efficiencies and flow range. One might
note the relatively low aspect ratios of the NACAeight and five-stage
machines from the photographs shown earlier.

An IGV was incorporated into ti_edesign but did not impart a swirl at design
setting to reduce the relative flow Mach number entering the first rotor, and
all stators turned the ficw b_ck to the axial direction, thus a high stage
reaction design throughout like the _ACA five-stage.

NASA F_VE ".............. '-'""

O,C,iGINAL DESIGN

STAGE

PRESSURE RATIO 1.00 1.73 1._7 151 1.32

EFFICIENCY .88 .;5£_ .90 .90 .92

_/ OVEFIAI.L

PRESSURE F,_TIO 9.27

EFFICIENCY .87

WEIGHT FLOW 65.5 Ib/sec
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NASA FIVE-STAGE RESEARCHCOMPRESSOR
ORIGINAL DESIGN

The aerodynamic loading (stage pressure ratio) distribution was chosen
_ purposely to unload the inlet and outlet stages in an attempt to enhance

off-design operation. The idea was that the middle stages could sustain the
higher loadings because they tend to remain near their design point at part
speed (off-design) operation. The b _'_' .....,_u_,,a,,_ aspect ratios chosen were
considerably higher than those of the NACAeight and five-stage machines as

"_ noted earlier. Because of the high _spect ratio of the first rotor, a damper
(part span shroud) was used to eliminate potential aeroelastic problems.

i Little data base existed for stages incorporating dampers. A blockage

allowance of two percent at the inlet of the compressor and five percent at
the exit was assumed in the design, and like that measured in the NACA

five-stage. The NACA eight-stage inc_rn_rated a 20 percent blockage at theexit. A large overall axial velocity decrease of 0.7 was taken across the
machine (nearly linear distribution) to reduce the amount of velocity
diffusion between the compressor exit and combustor inlet. This further
increased aerodynamic loading for a given overall pressure ratio. The
aerodynamic loadings were much higher _han for the NACA five-stage.

NASA FIVE-STAGE RESEARCH COMPRESSOR

ORIGINAL

ROTOR

TIP RELATIVE MACH NO 1.36 1.23 1.09 1.00 0.93

i TIP DIFFUSION FACTOR .42 .52 .55 .51 .38
m ASPECT RATIO 3.08 2.11 1.66 1.64 1.(38

STATOR

IIUB MACH NO 0.C_S 0.66 O.SfJ 0.50 0.39

tlU8 DIFFUSION FACTOR .45 .62 .68 .t36 .50

ASPECI RATIO 2.70 2.,]_ 2.U3 2.30 2.27

P

f

12
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NAS_ FIVE-S,,,Z. [SFA_<C.HCOMPRESSOR
ORi_GI,:ALJES!GN

, i'IOTv_RAPH

Shown here is a photograpi_ of th_ uriginal NASA five-stage research compressor
with one half of the casing removed. One can note the relatively high
blade/vane aspect ratio at,c: tha dam:_,er !rcarporated into the first rotor

k.,.!', design.

ORiGII%_L ,r;r.r,E i.3
OF POe r..: ....

• . _,I:_LI.|-,(

NASA FiV --S,.,_; JSc,-,.-;c,r: GOMi_ESSOR
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NASA FIVE-STAGE RESEARCH COMPRESSOR
ORIGINAL DESIGN

FIVE-STAGE PERFORMANCE

Shown here is the overall performance obtained at design speed for the NASA
five-stage compressor as originally designed. As can be seen, a pressure
ratio of only five was demonstrated and the flow was well below design. The

_ data indicated that the front stages remained in stall and the back stages in
choked at the design speed. The use of the variable IGV and stators along
with interstage bleed at the exit of rotors two, three and four was not

i sufficient to bring the front stage out of stall and the back out of choke.

Insufficient flow range at all speeds made it difficult to characterize the
individual stages. The decision was made to remove the back two stages and
try to obtain more complete data on the front three.

NASA FIVE-STAGE RESEARCH COMPRESSOR
ORIGINAL

FIVE- STAGEPERFORMANCE

100--

i • DESIGN

EFFICIENCY _{l -

0
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N_SA FIVE-STAGE RESEARCHCOMPRESSOR
ORIGINAL DESIGN

i TH2EE-STAGEPERFORMANCE

! Shown here is the performance obtained for the front three stages of the
,_m orlglnal NASA five-stage compressor. Even though more flow ranqe was ohta!ned

than for the full flve stagPs, the performance remained well below design,
The design pressure ratio for the front three stages was 4.6. The decision

L_ was then made to test the front stage alone (ref. 59).

NASA FIVE-STAGE _ESEA,]C_ COMPRESSOR
ORIGINAL
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NASA FIVE-STAGE RESEARCH COMPRESSOR
ORIGINAL DESIGN

L FIRST-STAGE FERFORMANCE

Shown here is the performance of the first stage of the origlnal NASA
five-stage compressor. Data is shown for a solid casing (circles) and with

! casing treaiment (triangles). Significant improvements In range and
efficiency were obtained with casing treatment. The stage was tested over a

_'f- range of IGV and stator setting angles to include establishing its install
characteristics for off-design stage matching studies (ref. 59). The next
step was to establish the second and third stage performance.

NASA FIVE- STAGE RESEARCt| COMPRESSOR
O,_,:GINAL
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NASA FIVE-STAGE RESEARCHCOMPRESSOR
ORIGINAL DESIGN

SECONDAND THIRD STAGEPERFORMANCE

Shown here is the performance obtained from the second and third stage of the
original NASA flve-stage compressor, £oth pressure ratio and efficiency
remained well b_Inw dP_ign

NASA FIVE-STAGE RESEA_ICH COMPRESSOR
ORIGINAL

SECOND AND THIRD STAGE PERFORMANCE
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NASA FIVE-STAGE RESEARCH COMPRES_H
ORIGINAL DESIGN

In examining all of the data obtained on the original N_:.,_flve-stage design
t along with the data that had been obtained from single-stage studies, it was

concluded that the original five-stage design was deficient in several

respects. First, the aspec. ,'atioof the b!ading tended to be too high For
the ...._....._,u_x,,emic loa_;inQ. This was aggravated by the unloading of the front
and rear stages which resulted _n very hlghly loaded middle stages. New

_-f. incidence angle, deviation angle nd loss data obtained from the single stage
program indicated a strong need for adjustments in these parameters. The

blockage allowances for the rear stages were considered to be too Iow. The

velocity decrease through the machine further aggravated the blade loading
problem. With th_se and othe_ factors taken into consideration, the decision
was made to accept the performance of the first stage with casing _reatment
and the sligi_tly,ower flow associated with its peak efficiency point, and to
redesign the second through the Fifth stage t(>include changing the flowpath.
Blade and vane chords were maintained. This was done to permit resetting and
recambering the existing blading by the coining process. The, was a
compromised position since the blade/vane aspect ratio was maintained at th_
relative high level. However, to ease the loading problem, a new loading
distribution was incorporated and the axial velocity wa_ not reduced thrc,_n
the compressor. New incidence and deviation an]les were incorporated into the
modified design. The overall pressure ratio was reduceJ to co,,,pens_tefor the

_,lower first stage pressure ratio. The overall efFicienLy wa: r__u ed through
increased losses and flow blockage was increased.
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NASA r!VE-STAGE RESEARCHCOMPRESSOR
MODIFIED DESIGN

Shown here is the flowpath for the modified design along witL oserall and
stage design parametc s. One can note the adjustments in the outer wall
flowpath More contraction was token across the rear rotors than for the
stators t_ help in unloading the rotors. The demonstrated pressure ratio of
the Front stage was accepted as noted earlier, and the stage pressure
distributionwas changed in the other stages. Stage efficiencies and thus
overall efficiency was reduced

NASA FIVE-STAGE RESEARCH COMPRESSOR

MODIFIED

STAGE

PRESSURE RATIO 1.52 1.64 160 1.51 1.43

EFF:CIENCY .85 .84 .85 86 .87

OVERALL

PHESSUR - FIATIO 8.60

EFFICIENCY .82

WSIGHT FlOW 64.2 Ib/sec
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NASA FIVE-STAGE RESEARCHCOMPRESSOR
MODIFIED DESIGN

Shown here are more details on the modified NASA five-stage compressor
design. One can note the changes _n loading in terms of D-factor compared to

•e the original design.

NASA FIVE--STAGE RESEARCH COMPRESSOR

MODIFIED

ROTOR

TIP RELATIVE: MACH NO 1.42 1.27 1.14 1.05 0.99

TIP DIFFUSION FACTOR -38 .47 .50 .48 .46

ASPECT RATIO 3.61 1.93 1.44 1.33 1.25

STATOR

HUB MACH NO 0.68 0.69 0.66 0.61 0.58

HUB DIFFUSION FACTOR .35 .47 .47 .44 .41

ASPECT RATIO 2.54 1.82 1.71 1.80 1.62

r
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1ORIGINALPFtGEiS
OF POOR QUALITY

NASAFIVE-STAGERESEARCHCOMPRESSOR
MODIFIEDDESIGN

Shownhere is a photograph of the modified NASAFive-Stage Research Compressor
with one half of the casing removed. One can note the inserts in the outer
wall (casing) used to modify the flowpath geometry.

NASA FiVE-STAGE _ESE,,_RCFI COMPRESSOR
MODiFiED

THREE - STAOE HARDWARE

#
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!NASA FIVE-STAGE RESEARCH COMPRESSOR
MODIFIED DESIGN

THREE-STAGE PERFORMANCE

Shown here is the performance obtained on the front three stages of the
modified NASA five-stage compressor. ,s ca,,be seen, tI_ dusign pFessure
ratio and weight f_ow was obtained at Oesign speed. However, the overall
efficiency was lower than design. This, in part, was attributed to the limits
imposed by the recoining process, particularly near the blade/vane base
regions. Also, there was evidence from other programs that the extended
spacing between the blade rows for survey instrumentation was contributing to
the lower efficiencies. In addition, the relatively high blade and vane
aspect ratios even at the somewhat lower aerodynamic loadings of the modified
design were likely contributing to the low efficiency and limited flow range.

With the performance of the first three stages of the modified five-stage
compressor in hand along with even more single stage data,available, a
completely new design was pursued, its design and performance is presented in
the next several figures.

NASA FIVE-- STAGE _ESEARCH COMPRESSOR
iViODIFIED
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NASAFIVE-STAGERESEARCHCOMPRESSOR _.

LOWASPECTRATIODESIGN

Shownhere is the flowpath for the low aspect ratio NASAFive-Stage Compressor
alongwithoveralland stagedesignva,ues. Note the c_ntractionacrosseach
rotorand littlecontractionacrossthe stators. This was done to keep the
velocityratio up across_he rotors. Losseswere assumedon the hlgh sidein
favorof stagematchingand performanceat part speed.

b

F

NASA FIVE-STAGE RESEARCH COMPRESSOR

F

,_ LOW ASPECT RATIO
¢

_. STAGE
! PRESSURE RATIO _.74 1.65 1.58 1.48 1,40

i EFFICIENCY .82 .85 .86 .87 .88

P • °

OVERALL

-" PRESSURE RATIO 9.27
EFFICIENCY .80

WEIGHT FLOW 65.5 Ib/sec

P

f-".,
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NASA FiVE-STAGE RESEARCHCOMPRESSOR i
LOM ASPECT RATIO DESIGN

_ Shown here are additional rotor and stator design parameters. Note the lower

blade/vane aspect ratios.

,

NASA FIVE-STAGE RESEARCH COMPRESSOR

LOW ASPECT RATIO

ROTOR
TIP RELATIVE MACH NO 1.41 1.22 1.07 0.99 0.93
TIP DIFFUSION FACTOR .47 .52 .54 .53 .52

ASPECT RATIO 1.45 1.17 1.04 1.01 1.02

STATOR
HUB MACH NO 0.84 0.72 0.66 0.59 0.54

_" HUB DIFFUSJCN FACTOR .56 .54 .54 .53 .54

ASPECT RATIO 1.53 1.43 1.19 1.15 1.11

p

L
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NASA FIVE-STAG_ RESEARCH COMPRESSOR
" LOW ASPECT RATIO DESIGN

Shown here are the blockages and energy addition assumed for the low aspect

i_ ratio design. Note the blockage was increased from approximately four percent

at the Inlet to approximately 14 nercent at the exit. The energy addition was
slightly higher for the middle stages.

_
L

W

NASA FIVE-STAGE RESEARCH COMPRESSOR
LOW ASPECT RATIO

(:
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NASA FIVE-STAGE RESEARCHCOMPRESSOR
LOWASPECTRATIO DESIGN

Shown here are the loss correlations used in the design. The shock loss used
a simple correlation as a function of inlet relative Mach number, The profile
losses were based on single stage results. The measured endwall losses were

t tempered somewhat to partly account for mixing effects.

Ib

i

NASA FIVE- S £AGE RESEARCH COMPRESSOR
LOW ASPECT RAT|O
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NASA FIVE-STAGERESEARCHCOMPRESSOR
LOW ASPECTRATIO DESIGN

Shown here are the devlatlonangle adjustmentsto Carter'sRule used in the
designto reflectobservedendwalleffectson this parameter.

r

_ NASA FIVE-STAGE RESEARCH COMPRESSOR
LOW ASPECT RATIO

DEVIATION ADJL;STMENTS TO CARTER'S RULE
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NASA FiVE-ST_GE ;_£SEA_CRCOMPRESSOR
LON ASPECT#A,IO DESIGN

Shown here is a photograph of _he firs_ three-stages of NASA Five-Stage
Research Compressor incorporating lo'_ aspect ratio roLors and stators. Note
the blade rows are close coupled. Dampers are not required on the f!rst rotor
because of the low aspect ratio.
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NASA FIVE-STAGE RESEARCH COMPRESSOR
LOllASPECT RATIO DESIGN

THREE STAGE PERFORMANCE

! _ Shown here is the performance of the first three stages of the low aspect
I ratio NASA Five-Stage Compressor, The data was obtained at design IGV and

stator setting angles. Excellent part speed performance was obtained. Some
falloff in efficiency occurred at design speed and was expected. Thls is
because the design efficiency was established as mentioned earller to favor'

L-'T, part speed performance. It was anticipated that improvements tn design speed
performance could be achieved through rematchlng of the stages using variable

b geometry.

NASA FIVE-STAGE RESEARCH COMPRESSOR
LOW ASPECT RATIO

THREESTAGEPERFORMANCE
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NASA FIVE-STAGE RESEARCHCOMPRESSOR
LON ASPECTRATIO DESIGN

THREESYAGEPERFORMANCE
¢

Shown here is the performance fnr the first three stages of the Io_ dspect
I ratio NASA five-stage compressor: (I) with vanes scheduled to maximize

performance at desigrJ speed and maintained at that setting at part speed and
(2) for the vanes set for optimum performance (maximum efficiency at each
speed). Note the severf, falloff in efficiency at part speed when the vanes
were maintained at the design speed optimum setting. Also note the improved

' performance at design speed for optimum setting compared to design.
Performance with the vanes optimized for each _pe_d is considered excellent.
This compressor is now being used to study stage matching, install performance
of highly loaded, hlgh tip speeo compressors and aeroelastic responses due to
rotor stater interactions.

Obviously, the data base was not in place when we started such an aggressive
design. However, we learned as much from the failures as we did from the
successes _loncj the way. Many lessons were learned in the process.

NASA FIVE-STAGE _ESEA3C,-, COMPRESSOR
LOW ASPECT .-_ATIO
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SUMMARY

The design of modern day transonic multlstage compressors is highly

sophisticated and depends on an extensive empirical late base as well as
the Judicious Judgment of the design engineer. As cJmputatlonal methods
are developed and validated, the move towards a first prlnclple system vlll
occur. Advanced computational codes are now being used t, analyze and guide
transonic multistage designs.

,-4

i Performance in terms of efficiency is considered to be approaching a physical

maximum for large flow size machines However, further increases in overall
pressure ratio and a reduction in the number of stages required to achieve a
given pressure ratio are anticipated.

Future advancements in the of transonic willdesign _ultistage compressors

depend heavlly on advanced computer technology, computational methods and more
detailed internal flow measurements.
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